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ABSTRACT
An important example of an event which obeys the geometric
probability law with parameter is the number of cycles required
to obtain the first failure of an item, where the success of each
cycle is independent with probability of success 0.
The true probability of success, in manufactured items, is
usually unknown and must be estimated on the basis of observed
data obtained from a test of sample items. An important estimator
for this probability is the unbiased estimator, defined as that
estimator whose expected value equals the true value of the para-
meter. In this study, an unbiased estimator for is derived.
This estimator is based on the results of a series of independent
items, each cycled to first failure.
Series approximations for the variance of this estimator are
derived, and some values of the variance are tabled for those
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TABLE OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Symbol Description
Probability of success of a single cycle
n Number of items cycled till first failure
s Total successful cycles completed in n tests
Ng The number of ways n tests can sum to s successes




The product ( Ns S )




The geometric probability law with parameter 9, where
0^9—1, is specified by the probability mass function;
p(x) = 9X (1 - 9) for x = 0, 1, 2, ....
= Otherwise,
where x is the number of successful cycles to first failure of
one item.
When n independent items are cycled to first failure, the
probability of each ordered event is
m _
T~f9
Xz(l-9) = 9 S (l-9) n where s = 2.x;
.
The probability of exactly s successes is thus the union of
all events with exactly s successes. The number of such events is




S (l-9)n for s = 0, 1, 2, 3, ......
= otherwise.
Since N, M, and 9 are functions of both n and s, the subscript
(n,s) is necessary to uniquely identify the value. However, since
n is a known variable which is fixed prior to testing <, the abbre-
viated subscript s will be used.
* * * * * * * * *

2. Derivation of the Unbiased Estimator.
/»
By definition, and estimator is unbiased if its expected
value equals the true value of 0, where the expected value E(0 )
is defined by
E (®s) = 2- ®s P(s ) over all s such that p(s)>0.
s
Thus, is an unbiased estimator for if and only if
go




= X Ms qS ( 1 " )n '
SmO
By expanding the (l-0)n term, the summation becomes
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" + (- 1 )"" 1 (n-l) M2 + C-1)" M l]
-+(-Dn - 1 (n-l)"3 + (- 1 )nM2]
etc
.
By equating coefficients: MQ =
[
m
i - (iK] = x «
All remaining coefficients are zero.



















with n = 5.
(1)
-(*) Mi






































+!j 2 ) for 5=0,1, 2, 3, 4,
The proof that this expression holds for all s will be by induction.





) for i = 0, 1, 2, 3, ---, (k-1)






From equations (1), M^ can be written as the following summation of
the M± :





,l ' Performing this trans formation , we have
T^ i /n\f/n+k-i-l\ /n+k-i-2|) m+k-21
JC-D (i)(( n J " ( n )) " I k-1 I .Mk = -
L i-o
Let X = n+k-1, and Y = n+k-2. Then,
M i^m^-z^imv)* ( n£i2 )k
4

By use of the following combinatorial identity:
j> (-D'UHV) - 1> for Z>n,
which is derived in Appendix I, the desired solution is obtained,
1^-1-1 iTl 2 ) - [T-l 2 ]
.
The number of ways n tests can sum to s successes,












s Ns (n-1)! (s-1)! (n+s-1)!
I n^T ^ s>0 - <*>
? for s = 0.
Thus, S is equal to the number of successful cycles, divided by the
total number of cycles minus one.
it it it it it it it it it

3. Derivation of the Variance.
The variance of a random variable is defined by
Var(X) = E(X2 ) - E 2 (X).
Therefore, the variance for the unbiased estimator can be
obtained by solving the following equation:
Var(9
s
) = E(&s) " E
2 (0S ).
Equation (4) gives the value for such that E(0 ) = 0, Therefore,S D
2 A 9 *
E (0S ) = . However, since the derivation of E(0g ) provides a
formula which is useful in deriving the second moment E(0 ), the
reverse computation will be shown,
E(0
s ) = 2 9s Ns qS O ) n = <1_e >n 5 Ms 9s
S*0 S-.O
- ^)n i(Ti2 ) * s •
5*0
Since the s=0 term equals zero, the summation index can be changed,
Sew - °f( nrs)°s -
s-o s-o
By use of the following identity (also derived in Appendix I), namely
2 ( i ) 9 " d-e>N •
o. - -. . 1
. i ,.• «c- /n-l+s| Q s _ —the summation ^> / y0 - ,, *n ,
s-o
and 9
2(ns-i 2K - <i-«n • <6 >
s-o
Thus S /-l Mn a
E <§s) - ^T1 9 , and E2 (§s ) - e2 . (7)(.1-0;

Similarly, to find the second moment, we note that
*2 <r- * 2 s n













But ( s 1 = (
s U—S l)+(_5__\
\ n+s-l/ ln+s-l/^n+s-1 / ^ n+s-l/
^n+s-lHn+s-1/ ^ n+s-l/
( n+s-lj (n+s-lj ( n+s-l]
Substituting this expression into equation (8), and using equation
(6), we obtain
E(^ . (l .e)« f {^y _ (1 . e) n I(-Si)^) es
oo
-








= _ ©(n-l) R" n 5-W 1^; 2 e^5 " 1
n+s-l V n-l






Differentiating equation (10) , we have
f'o) = go) = f ^4 ( n+s : 2 )er£— n+s-l \ n-1 /
9
n-2 J ,n+s-2 , eS
s-.o
y n_1
Thus, by substituting equation (6j) , we obtain
g(e) « (i-e) n •
This expression must be integrated to obtain f(9). Thus,
f(e) =
Jg(0)








Integrating by parts, letting u = and dv = (l-0)" nd0,
G(e) = A_(^_\
n ' 1





+ (-D n[^) + (-D
n
ln(l-e). (11)
To find the constant C, equations (9) and (11) are evaluated at
0=0. The constant equals the difference f(0) - G(0) for all 0,
f(0) =0, and
G(0) = + ln(l) = 0.

Thus the constant C is zero. Therefore.
f (0) = 4r Rn_1 - -±r Rn ' 2 + ~~ Rn
" 3
v
' n-1 n-2 n-3
- + (-I)" £ R
3
+ (-l) n_1 j R
2
+ (-!)" R + (-l) n ln(l- 9). (12)
a2
Substituting equation (12) into (9) gives the solution for E (0 )
,*2
E(ec ) = - 8(n-l)f -ir R - —
L n-l n-







Rn "l + (-i) n Rn In(l-e) (13)
Substituting equations (13) and (7) into equation (5) provides the
derivation of the variance.
{<Var(0s ) = 04(1-9) - (n-l










+ (-l) n Rn ln(l-e; (14)
i< -k i( "k 'k i( "k "k ?V

4. Numerical Analysis of Variance.
The equation (14) for Var(0
s
) lends itself nicely to re-
cursive numerical analysis. If the alternating series in the
square brackets is considered, for various values of n, we have
n=2 R + R2 ln(l-0) = R(l + Rln(l-G))
,
n=3 \ R - R
2
- R3 ln(l-9) = R( ~ - R(l + R ln(l-G)))
,
n=4 h-k + R3 + R4ln(l-0) =
(15)
R( J " R( 2 " R^ + R ln ( 1
"e>)))j
and so forth. If RWn is set equal the sum of the series in equa-
tions (15), Q is defined as -R, and L = (1 + R ln(l-0)), then
W2 = L ,
W
3
= LQ + I
,
W, = (LQ + \ )Q + \ ,
W
5
= ((LQ + \ )Q + | )Q + \ ; etc
Var(0
fe
) can be re-written as
Var(9
s
) = e[(l-9) - (n-1) R Wn ] ,
where Wn is defined by the following recursive formula,
W
2
= (1 + R ln(l-G)), and
W = W , (-R) + -~
.




Appendix II provides tables of Var (9 ) for 15 values of 9
and representative values of n between one and 50. input data
with nine-place accuracy was used in compiling these values.
Any output error (E ) in this data is a result of the natural
limitations on input data degrees of significance, and occurs in

















+ (-l) n R
n
(ln(l-G) + €e ) .
Thus, for input data significance of degree ^ 3,
# -- etc.
For values of 9 > .5 (i.e., for values of R £ 1.0), the com-
puted variance has approximately the same degree of accuracy as the
input data. For smaller values of 9, however, E rapidly exceeds
the value of the variance as n increases.
As an example, with an input accuracy to nine decimal places^







) = (0.€o x 10"
9)(4.7xl07)£ (4.7xlQ~ 3)
but the variance at n = 6 is less than 9 x 10 . The tables of
Appendix II indicate this decrease in accuracy for values of © < 0.5
Since 9 is normally larger than 0.5 for items that are cycled
to failure, the inherent error term for small is expected to place




PROOF OF COMBINATORIAL IDENTITIES
A. To prove:
71
Each I 1 term can be written as a linear combination of
J
.1
terms, where j = 0, 1, 2, ---, n, by successive application of the
rule:























































(to the last ter»> (-1)"
(^f?)
By summing on like coefficients, we have
1 +
*=/
1 + |(xrj i^UK-)
It will now be shown that the summation in the square brackets
equals zero
.
im n! (n-i)! r!i! (n-i)! (r-i)! (n-r)! r! im
Thus, the summation in the square brackets can be written as
But this equals zero, as can be seen from
(*+y)
r
= (JK + (f) y*- 1 y + aK
Letting x = 1 and y = -1, the solution is provided.
(SH1N2) + <-«*(?) - ii-rfli)-
* * * *
B . To prove :
CO 1
i-o









= f a + i) e1 ,
1
(1-0) 3
- i( 2^ ei ;
t--0
etc. By induction,
* 2 (T) ei(1-0)
1 =





n 9 = .99<
0009990(
) e = .99 e = .95 = .90 = .80
1 ) .00990000 .04750000 .09000000 .16000000
2 00000591 .00036517 .00538351 .01558428 .04047190
3 00000099 .00009262 .00193332 .00653683 .01976405
4
' less \
.00004860 .00109737 .00391053 .01258848






.00002459 .00057524 .00211750 .00714463
7 .00001970 .00046367 .00171767 .00585661
8 .00001643 .00038820 .00144401 .00495849
9 .00001410 .00033379 .00124521 .00429757
10 .00001234 .00029274 .00109435 .00379131
12 .00000988 .00023491 .00088071 .00306739
14 .00000824 .00019614 .00073676 .00257505
16 .00000706 .00016835 .00063321 .00221867
18 .00000618 .00014746 .00055516 .00194882
20 .00000549 .00013118 .00049423 .00173744
25 .00000430 .00010279 .00038780 .00136670
30 .00000353 .00008451 .00031907 .00112630
35 .00000300 .00007175 .00027107 .00095780
40 .00000260 .00006233 .00023557 .00083315
45 .00000230 .00005510 .00020831 .00073720




























































































































n = .20 e = .10 e = .05 - .03 = .01
1 .16000000 .09000000 .04750000 .02910000 .00990000
2 .07405936 .0434201 .0233439 .0144022 .00493
3 .0475250 .028436 .015429 .00955 u 003
4 .034849 .02110 .01151 .007
5 .02746 .0167 .0091
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